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modularity was postulated early on by Freud and bas
CONVERGENCES IN NONCONSClOUS

.LEXICALPROCESSING.
Responseto Orsucci
We are grateful to the commentatorsfor their scholarly .
and thought-provoking response to om target article
and for the interesting theoretical and technical questiens their responsebas generated.The Shevrin group
basengagedin a long tradition of subiiminal perception
studies addressinga number of phenomena regarding
primary- and secondary-processmentation, inc1uding
physiological markers of unconscious conflict, affect,
defense, and the attributional vs. relational nature of
these two modes of processing. The current study
focuseson the nature oflafiguage processinghl the unconscious,where we hypothesizedthat words would he
treatedas perceptualstimuli and processedin a bidirectional manoer.We sought to determine ifthe.structural
aspectof a lexical item W3$prcicessedseparatelyfrom
its referent or semantic associate.This type of lexical

been outlined in .conternporarymodels of language
architecture.As statedpreviously, OUTpalindrome finding did not emerge as a main effect; however, once
the moderating variables of stimulus detectability and
anxiety were taken into account, the perceptual treatment ofwords in the subliminal condition did emerge.
In particular, high anxiety activated semantic associations and low anxiety inhibited semantic associations
to the palindrome prime. We propose, therefore. thai
novel and creative sequencingof linguistic units (i.e.,
the word. is treated as a perceptual object) predomiDatesin unconsciouscognitive processingand thai this
novel sequencingpotentially contributes 10 ambiguity
exploitation arid resolution for such processesas con-

densationanddisplacemerit..

.

It is true thai in understandingOUTfindings, we integrated ideas i:mdtheoretical contributions trom a wide
variety of disciplines including psychoanalysis, psycholinguistics, cognitive neuroscience, experimental
psychology (e~g.,signal-detection theory), and neuro-

),

.
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psychology.We recognize that there are significant and
substantive differences between a cognitive unconsciousand a psychodynamicunconscious.Specifically,
the dynamie unconscious is amental structure thai is
the seRf of instincts, drives, and motivations and is
subject to irrational mentation; whereas the cognitive
unconscious refers to a type of indispensable, but radonal, mental processingthat occurs out of awareness,
is automatic, and is not under conscious control. The
dynamic unconscious and the cognitive unconscious,
however, also share similarities in thai dynamie concepts such as symbolization, condensation, displace-

pothesis,which positsa linguistic relativity in which

the structure of language intluences the manner in
which a person understandsreality and behaveswith
respect to it (Caroll> 1956). Recent research in the
area of language development (TomaseIlo>2001) has
demonstratedthai children acquiring languageand the
capacity for symbolization in the secondyear oflife do
so as a by-product of social interactions with primary
caretakersin which they are attempting to understand
and interpret the intentions of the communicator. During this period when experiences are registered in a
. ment, imd revers
al resembiecognitive mechanisms largely implicit and procedural manner>young children
are attempting to map "word to world" by perceivsuch as.conceptual metaphor, conceptual metonymy,
ing and comprehending the intentions of their adult
conceptual blending, and irony (Lakoff, 1997). Out
interlocuiors. Therefore> language acquisition is not
results support the notion thai factors associatedwith
viewed as a purely mechanical process of apprehendpersonality, motivation, and affect, such as trait anxiing an arbitrary set of symbols, but> instead, is dolle
ety, impact the complex interplay between.the mutual
in an affective context in which the child is attuned to
cognitive processes of facilitation and inhibition that
the referential intentions of others. While oor research
characterizethe central neryous system in general and
is not developmental in nature, we are suggestingthat
are especially operative in primary-process mentation.
measuresof personality and affective functioning are
Lacan (1968) interpreted much of Freud's work on
importantvariables intluencing nonconscious cognithe unconsciousandhisexplication ofthe "talking cure"
tive processessuch as languageand symbolization.
to meaothai the unconsciousis largely constructedlike
Conversely, OUTresults are consistentwith OrsucCÎ's
a language aild thai the "laws of language" structure
suggestion (as according to Saussureand the Sapirthe operation of the unconsciouswith a functional disWhorf hypothesis) that language is an arbitrary and
tinction between "sign" and "signifier," or word farm
partially closed system of relations in which accessto
and word meaning.For Lacan, the elementmy particles
a simple lexical unit may function quite independently
of language were phonemes that were related to ODe of its cognitive or referential meaning. The semantic
another slons two fundamental axes of language: an
associatesto the reversereading of a palindrome (e.g.,
axis of combination (i.e., syntagmatic; metanomy) and
DOG) were not idiosyncratic to the participant but
an axis of selection (i.e., paradigmatic; metaphor).
allowed fot access to a shared system of meaning;
On the syntagmatic axis, linguistic units are related
however, these results emerged only when individualto ODeanother through tempora! and spatial contigudifference variables related to stimulus detectability
ity, and therefore the syntagmatic becomesan axis for
and anxiety were taken into account. Certainly, OUt
combination; for the paradigmatic axis, linguistic units
researchdemonstratesthai individual differences may
are related through association and selection such thai
prove to be an important moderating variabie in unODeword cao be selectedover another but each could . derstandingnonconscious
cognition.Theoriesof consubstitute for the other. Lacan suggeststhai these two
scious and nonconscious cognition suggestthai these
principles of combination and selection farm the founprocessesemerge from the complexity of the central
dation foT the entire structure of language and, in the
nervous system and the integrated dynamics of the
unconscious, are used for purposes of distortion such
brain such that they are subjective, phenomenological
as in condensation and displacement (Ragland-Sulliexperiences of the individual. OUTstudy attempts to
van & Bracher, 1991). The results of OUTcurrent study
outline the complex scientiftcand experimentaI too18
certainly outline the manoer in which lexical modunecessaryIn assessÎngnonconsciouscognitÎon as both
larity and creative syntagmatic sequencing operate in
agiobal and an individual phenomenon.
nonconscious
processesand cao
in .resolving
Our results are also consistentwith current linguistic
lexicalambiguity.
. . be
. used
..
...
.
parallel distributed processingmodels in which lexicaI
Saussure,as referred to by Orsucci, emphasizedthai
access proceeds from visual feature/word detection
the relationship between the sign (sound iinage) and
through either a direct-accessroute (i.e., from orthogthe signified concept was arbitrmy; however, he also
raphy to semanticaccess)or a sublexical route (i.e.. orstressedthai this system of signs was social in nature.
thography to phonology conversion: OPC). We did not
OUTcommentator siso refers to the Sapir-Whorfhytake into account in our analyseswhether the relative

Freud's Word-Formand Word-Meaning Hypothesis -Response to Commentarles
frequency (Iow vs. high) ofthe forward and backward
reading ofthe palindrome prime impactedthe semantic
access,given thai low-frequency words are "weakly"
representedin the lexical route and may traverse the
Blowersublexical route (i.e., OPC route; Rapp, Folk, &
Tainturier, 2001). We cannot from our results extrapolatethe weighted balance between data-driven (i.e.,
bottom-up) processing and concept-driven (i.e., topdown) processing in visual word recognition. Orsucci
raisesthe issueof whether we were able to considerthe
manner in which automatic associative processesand
intentional contextual effects were taking place given
Out use of a pnming paradigm with a lexica! decision
to a target-distractor pair. Prather and Swinney (1988)
identify a tempora! window for automatic associative
priming in which these effects are largest at approximately 700 msec after the presentationofthe word and
passively diminish over time, being virtually gaDeby
2 sec. These researcherssliggest thai this is the time
course in which a data base connected to the phonologicallorthographic code and lts close associatesare
activated. Out palindrome prime was presented for a
period of 1 msec and then immediately followed foT 3
secby the target-distractor pair, thus falling within the
window for automatic and associative effects to occur.
The backward reading (i.e., palindrome) of the prime
might essentially be consideredthe subordinate meaning in accessingassociatesto our structurally and semantically ambiguous prime and may, in part, account
for the independentresults relative to the forward and
backward reading conditions. Patten & Kutas (1988)
have researchedambiguity resolution using event-related potentials and have found thai the N400 physiological marker (i.e., negative wave beginning around
200-400 msec after word onset) is closely linked with
same aspect of word processing that is infiuenced by
semantie factors. This evidence indicates thai word
recognition still proceedsin a strictly bottom-up, sensory fashion, but activation to higher-level syntactic
.

and semanticlevels of analysisis a subsequentand
separateprocessthai may overlap with initial bottomup proeesses.
.

Finally, trom a clinical perspective,languagedoes

provide a unique window into the. processes of the
mind, and the creative and semantically ambiguous
nature of discourseprovides rieh clinical material necessaryin deveioping insight and resolving unconscious
conflict. Lacan, in bis explication of theHUnconscious
adhering 10 the "laws of language," indicates thai the
process of "working through" is to be found in helping the patient to pass from "empty speech" to "fuIl
speech"in which languagebecomesa conscious act of
expression. Lacan. suggestedthai contemporary psy-
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choanalysishas focusedtoo much 00 the analysisof
resistanceand should instead focus on the patienfs use
ofthe word, such thai clinical symptoms are resolved
when the correct word fot the symptom is revealed
indicating thai the substitution is no longer necessary.
For Lacan, this wasthe work of interpretation (Muller
& Richardson, 1982), and we would hope OUTwork on
language in nonconscious processing directs clinical
work toward this interrogative while also deepening
OUTunderstandingof the cognitive unconscious.
Karen Klein Villa

PRIMARY-PROCESS LANGUAGE

Response
to PincusandBonaventura
I am delighted by and very grateful for the interest and
mental investmentour paperbaselicited in the different
commentators.In what follows, I wil! mainly address
Pincus and Bonaventura's various comments, which I
was much stimulated by, but I will start by reacting to
one ofErdelyi's concerns.Indeed, echoing bis concern
that the results are based on ODe.experiment only, I
want to add thatin the meantime another experiment,
with a similar structure, bas been completed (Bazan et
al., in preparation). In this new experiment, a subliminal prime such as, for example. DOOR was followed
with a subliminal target consisting of a (phonological)
palindrome of the prime (here ROAD) and either a
distractor (e.g. LUNG) or a semantic equivalent (here,
GATE). In this experiment we (twice) foood the same
effect: namely, the more the subjects rated themselves
as anxious, the more they chose the phonological palindrome as a target; the less they rated themseIves
as anxious. the morethey avoided the phonological
palindrome. Moreover, ERP (event-related potentials)
indicators unequivocally show thai, though presented
subliminally, the subjectsregisteredthe formal similarity between the prime and the palindrome target.
Pincus and Bonaventura raise some concern as to
the linguistic model assumedby the paper.As a start, it
might help ifthis model is briefly summarized.
.

First, as we are dealing with visually presented

maierial, the model of most interest here is a model
of processing received language, rather than a model
of active language production-though it should be
addedthat !here is substaritial overlap betweenthe two
(see e.g. Papathanassiouet a1.,2000). This might be a
fiTStclarification as to the "ghost in the linguistic machine" concern of the authors. It is true that the experimental situationis reduced to a prosaic matter-of-fact
description: words that did not have any other selection
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criterion than their suitability for the (palindromic)
Pincus and Bonaventura's concerns. First, they state
experimental set-up were presented visuaUy and as
thai aU linguistic models assume that an intentional
printed stimuli by an experimenter to an experimental
connection between the fonTI ofthe word and a meansubject. There were 50 subjects, and the experiment
ing is createdat the lexica! processinglevel. We would
was fuUy controUed-that is, aHthe words (ofwhich it
like to point out that, while it is likely thai intent inmight be suspeetedthat they might internet at the level
tervenes at the level of the deciding lexical choice, a
of their speeifie semantieswith a speeific subject in a
lot of lexical processes-such as lexical stem complespecific interaction with the experimenter) were also
tion-are assumed to happen without this kind of
presentedin exactly the sameset-up as control words.
control (e.g., see Barnhardt, 2004). A braad range
By subtracting control results from experimental reof meaning-assignmentprocesses occurs before ibis
sults, it is assumedthai ODebas effectively dealt with
lexical decision point, but these are therefore thought
these. very specific interaction effeets and perhaps, to be nonethelesslexica!. We are indeed in line with
therefore, with the ghost in the linguistic machine.
Caramazza'smodel (1996), where accessto the bilatSecond,the model used assumesthat incoming lineral semantic fields requires lexical word-fonTI speciguistic information, suchasthe firstletters orphonemes,
fication in the left tempora! areas. Primary-process
are immediately usedto generatea braad range ofpholanguage is precisely assumed to be this language
nologically possible words (e.g., the Cohort model:
processthai is not subject 10 lexical decision and assoMarslen-Wilson, 1990). These phonological alternaciated inhibition of nonsuitable competitors, a process
tives, in turn, immediately activate associatedsemantic
thai is likely mediated by the preftontal cortex (Chee,
fields. When the language is received consciously,
Sriram, Soon, & Lee, 2000; Poldrack et al., 1999).
this happensvery quickly-within the fitst 100 msec
This is somewhat different from the commentator's
(Onifer & Swinney, 1981; Swinney. 1979)-and rewording of it: "primary processeswould interfere with
mains (mostly) compJetelyunconsciousto the subject,
thai assignmentby forbidding the usageof the correct
since aftel this short lapsea lexical decision is taken in
meaning of the word and by substituting thai meaning
accord with the syntactic and pragmatic context such
with another.».Primary-process language treatment is
thitt only ODeof the word alternatives is chosen.Morethought 10 happen anyway-that is, by default-aod
over, psycholinguistic evidente showsthai the nonsuitlead 10 a braad range of phonological (and semanticable altematives are simultaneo\Jslyactively inhibited
upon-phonological) associations, and it is secondaty
(Gernsbacher & Robertson, 1995; Gorfein, Berger,
processing thai, by inhibiting the nonrelevant associ& Bubka, 2000; Simpson & Kang, 1994), at least in
ates, enables a rational use of language (see also Bathe left hemisphere (Burgess & Simpson, 1988). In
zan, in press). This secondarycontrol here is obviated
this specific case.the prime words remain completely
by the subliminal presentation,and thereby the primary
unconscious(d' = 0), but our model assumesthai they
processis uncovered.
.
are fully capable of eliciting phonological associates
The working hypothesis of the study, therefore, is
and their semantic meanings. Moreover, since they
not thai meaning is not associated to word farm in
are unconscious, these primes, in contrast with the
primary processesbut, rather, that word farm is not assupmliminal primes, are not subject to lexical decision
sociatedto a particular meaning in primary processes:
and therefore able to prime asemantic associateof the
in contrast with secondary-processlanguage,in which
palindrome of the prime, which is exactly what OUT word farm and word meaning are solidly tied together
results show: while forward priming works both supra~ (after lexical decision). in primary-process language,
liminally and subliminally, palindrome priming works
the word form bas a high level of autonomy aod cao
only subliminally. The additional particularity of this
make associationswith a braad variety of word meanstudy is the more radical assumptionthat phonological
ings, without having to take the context into account.
associatesare not necessarily and not only generated Therefore, far :tromthinking that languagefunctions at
upon a left-to~right reading of the word, but that, at
a nonlinguistic level in primaty process,we thiol that
the unconsci()uslevel, the phoneme sequence-in line
it is linguistic, in the senseofbeing processedat a phowith Freud's Aphasia model~an be considered an
n()logical, lexical, and semantic level, but it escapes
object, similarly to any other object, and therefore not
a particular pràcessing stageby which language cao
lied to ODeparticular manipulation direction. Indeed,
function at the specifically symbolic level-namely,
the results show thai it must be assumedthat complete
the lexical selection procedure, which needs the conreversesof tbe words were at ODepoint generated,if
text to be taken foto account. Therefore, primary-protheThe
priming
is to be explained.
. following summarymight help to address
the cesslanguage,while being linguistic, is functioning at
what Freud calls the object level (more precisety, as a

.

.
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graphemic and/or phonological object), and not at the
reference level, where it bas the capacity to refer to a
specific meaning.
The commentators state that they would, rather.
"see the primary processesas intervening at the level
of the searchof the meaning and of the generation of a
meaning nonrelatedto any actual, consciously selected
word;' We think this view is rather coherent with OUTS.
In the linguistie model assumedby this paper, the ineoming linguistie train elicits a range of phonological
associates(and their semantie associates).Depending
on the particular history and organizationofthe subject,
some of these associateswill have more emotional (or
motivational) value than others. This model w()uld be
completely coherent with an assumption that these
particular associateswould then, for example, either
persist looier or have more ramifications, generatingan
(unconscious)primary-process type ofmental activity
or thought. As the authors suggest,this could perfectly
be envisagedas concurrent to (conscious) logical secondary processesand "might interact. . . by creating an
independentrelation of a meaning with a word."
Pincus and Bonaventura also express their concern asto how to resolve the psychoanalytic notion
of primary process with affective consciousness/unconsciousness.ft is to be expected that the presented
words will interact with the particular psychodynamies
of each subject, and it is therefore likely that the different subjects will react differently depending on the
nature of the presentedwords. While we had no means
to measurethese speciftc effects in the current experiment, the stancetaken in this paper is that besidesthese
very content-dependentdifferences t'Jetweenconscious
and unconscious language treatment, there. ~e also
more generalprocess differences, which we have tried
to uncover.It is to be expectedthat, dependenton the
subject, Borneword fonns will have more emotional
value than others ~mdwill therefore elicit more (or less)
of a responsl7-which might be a way to conceive of
the affective unconsciousnessin this paper. This was
not the specific focus of the paper. Rather, we wanted
to make the metapsychological point that, at an wiconscious level, language is treated as an object and that
this is a general process, independent of the precise
words involved. It should be added, however. that
this processwould not have been revealed in OUTdata
without taking personality factors into account sueh as
(self-rated) anxiety or HOQ. But then again. note that
it is not jOgt, for example, high anxious people who
show increasedpriming, it is also low anxious people
who show attenuated priming (i.e., a significantly lessthan-chanceresult), so that it has 10 be assumedthat
al! participants had aecessto the palindrome reading

of the prime at ODepoint, but then reacted differently
according to their personality.
Finally, I would like to reactto Pincus and Bonaventura's last concem-namely, the lack of clear distinction betweenthe dynamic unconsciousand a cognitive
unconscious.We think that the main point of this paper
is the uncovering of a quite radical difference between
the dynamic and any other conception of the unconscious: the fact that in the dynamie unconscious the
word farm acquiresa relative autonomy from the word
meaIiing, that at that level it functions as a (graphemic
and/or phonemic) object similar to any other objectthai is, by virtue of its forma! attributes.
Ariane Bazan

CATEGORIZATIONMAnERS
Response

to Compton and Erdelyi

I, too, want to thank aH of the commentators for their
careful consideration of OUTcomplex work as is refiected in their perceptive comments.That said, I want
to explain that I shall not be addressing these commentsin particular but will, instead, focus on a general
. matter that is, directly or indirectly, at the center of aU
fout discussions:the status and nature of the various
categorizations OUTexperiment presumes..
The experiment itself essentially concerns whether
words
presentedsubliminally
thecategorized
objective threshold
and functionally
unconsciousat
are
in a pri- .
maty-process fashion (i.e., as printed physical objects)
and treated as such, or categorized in the ordinmy
secondary-process fashion (semantically as words)
with secondary-processmechanisms predominating.
Beyond this, however, are two sets of more basic categorization questions:First, how do we categorize"unconsciousness"vs. "consciousness"?How do we make
this distinction? And similarly, how do we categorize
the primary processes vs. the secondary processes?
Second-an even more fundamental pair of questions:
Can we make the sharp distinction we do betweenwhat
is categorizedas consciousvs. unconscious?Likewise,
are the categorical distinctions we make between primaty and secondaryprocesswarranted?
I shall take up these two sets of foundational questi ons,asthe discussionofthe experiment's main categorizatlon question bas already been addressedquite ably
by my coauthor colleagues. The answersto the set of
how questions-How do we çategorize "unconsciousness" vs. "consciousness"?How do we categorize the
primary processesvs. the secondary processes?--can
be found in the actuai methodology of the experiment.
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Regarding unconsciousnessvs. consciousness,the objective threshold bas been establishedas the duration
(1 msec. given the other conditions of pur equipment
in the experiment) at which participants have 1,10
conscious awarenessof presentations of stimuli. (For a
complete review of the relevant experimental literature,
Snodgrass
Shevrin,
2006.)
Erdelyi,
there.see
is 1,10
confound&here.
There
is no Contra
awareness
at 1
msec-no primary consciousness.1,10secondary (reflective) consciousness.1,10
consciousnessat allo So exploring (ooder pur experimental conditions) exposures
of 1 msec with awareness. in an attempt to address
the putativeconfound. is just not possible. (Here is an
analogy. Suppose H20-water-is
taken to 320 F. It
freezes and bas properties consistent with H2O in its
ûozen solid state.But then supposesomeonesuggests
thai Jou study the effects of a temperature of 320 F
01,1H2O independently of the properties H20 bas in
its frozen solid state.) To return to how we categorize
unconsciousness,it is in this operational fashion. We
consider subIiminal presentations at 1 msec (given
aH the other experimental conditions as specified) to
be fooctionally unconscious.whereasthe supraliminal
presentationwe consider to be in functional consciousness. This is how we have categorized unconsciousl
consciousin much of our experimental walk.
Tuming to the how question regarding the categorization of primary processvs. secondaryprocess,the
distinction again is made methodologically. A certam
type of response-attributionaVpalindromic/word-asphysical-thing (printed-item)-is presumed to index
the primary process; anothertype of respons~re.lational/semantie/word-as-represeiltational symbolis presumed to index the secondary process. Now I
stress"presumed" becausein every experiment there is
something taken astrue or assumed,without which the
experiment could not progress. In the case of the primary- vs. secondary-processexperiments conducted
over the last decadein our laboratory (Bazan, Brakel,
Winer, Kushwah~ Snodgrass, & Shevrin. in preparation; Brakel,. 2004; Brakel, Kleinsorge, Snodgrass,
& Shevrin, 2000; Brakel & Shevrin, 2005; Brakel,
Shevrin & Vill~ 2002; Camaj, Snodgrass, Shevrln,
& Brakel, in preparation; and the current study) the
indexing function of attributiona1 and relational responsesfor primary and secondary processes,respectively, is thai assumption.Assumptions sueh as these
cao and should be evaluated. In OUTcase, the use of
attributionally orgéU1ized
responsesas an index fot pdmary-processresponsesbasthree things 10recOInmend
it. First, attributional organization, as describedin cognitive-psychology terms without any psychoanalytic
presuppositions, is independent trom psychoanalytic

concepts and yet maps quite weU onto an essential
fonnal feature of primary-process organization, as described psychoanalytically. This independeneeis necessary for a good index. Seeond, the index appears
reliable. In the two series of experiments in whieh,
aecording to psychoanalytie predictions, the primary
processesshould predominate (Shevrin, 1973; Shevrin
& Fisher, 1967; Shevrin & Fritzler, 1968; Shevrin &
Luborsky, 1961; and Brakel, 2004; Brakel & Shevrin,
2005; Brakel, Shevrin, & Villa, 2002; Brakel et. al.,
2000), attributional organization was, in fact, found
to predominate. Third, that these findings are from
studies in disparate areas not only provides evidence
fot Freud's basic assumption thai there is a primaryproeess mode of thinking (the testing of which was
our goal), but also lends support 10 the method of using attributional organization as an index. (For a more
complete discussion, see Brakel, 2004.) Thus, again
we answer the how question methodologically. Using
attributional responsesas an index for primary proeess
and relational responses as an index for secondary
process,we have made a sharp categorical distinction
betweenprimary processand secondaryprocess.
Now onto the most basic set of questions: Can we
make the sort of categorical distinctions we have made
between.uneonsCiousness/consciousness
and primary
process/secondaryprocess?Yes, we can methodologically, as discussedabove.And this holds up epistemologically, too, in the.following way. We can know thai
participants in our experiment under certain conditions
have Borneconscious awarenessof the presentations
and under other eonditions have none. And we cao
know thai Borne set of their responses eonfonn to
primary-process principles and others to secondaryprocess principles. But what about ontologically: do
such categorical dichotomies really exist? Weil DO,not
ifyou look at particular events. Supposethat I am Xing at time tand that I am reflectively aware of doiog
go. There are always primary- and seeondary-process
operations going 00. Also at time t 1 am not merely
reflectively conscious of X-jog; I am simultaneously
conscious in a nonreflective, primary war of many
things. Moreover, and still at time t, there are always
occurrent (not merely dispositional) unconsciousprocessescomprising my X-jog too.
So does this deny the categorical distinctions on1ological standing? I am not convineed-even granting
that in nature during any particular event ODeprobably can fiod neither pure culture unconsciousnessor
consciousness,nor pure culture primary- or seeondary-process operations. For after all, there are probably no natural tree-living kidney eells or esophageal
sphincters either, no.tto mention mitochondria and eell
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membranesexisting independently.And yet we would

not deny theseorgan-partsand cell-partsontological
standing.Returning,then, 10 the categoricalmatters
at hand-unconscious/conscious
andprimaryprocessl
secondary
process-we
may
not
be carvingthings
up
. just asthey are ontologically,but in experiments
such
as this we are trying foT a closer approximation.

LindaA. w. Brakel
OBJECTIVE. THRESHOLDS
ALiVE AND W.ELL
. Response toARE
Erdelyi

.

As is bis want, Erdelyi brings up many important and
interesting points in bis commentary-many more,
unfortUnately. than cao be aciequatelydiscussedhere,
given space limitations. Accordingly, I shall largely
confine myself to the key issue of exclusively bidirectional (including below-chance) effects and their
implications, particularly with respect to the concept
of the objective threshold and its role in inferences fot
unconsciouseffects Along the way, I shall briefly address qualitative differences and their interpretation.
Before proceeding, 1 should Date that Erdelyi's comment that we did not discuss bis earlier (2004a) reservations about objective thresholds and bidirectional
effects in the CUlTenttarget paper puzzled me, because
we have already dolle so previously (cf. Snodgrass.

.

2004). Rather, itis Erdelyi (e.g., 2004b) who bas yet to
respond to Dur latest comments; instead, he now (this
volume) essentially reiterates bis earlier concerns.My
responsehere, then, essentially expands on ldeas fiTSt
preseniedin Snodgrass(2004).
.
At the outset, let me clarify that by "bidirectional" I
am not referring to which direction the words are read
(i.e.. bidirectionality as it pertains 10obtaining bath forward and backward effects), but, rather, to the.striking
fact that the current subliminal effects, both forward
and backward, do not manifest as overall (i.e., unidirectional) meao effects. Instead, they are exclusively

.

bidirectionql. That is, even though the overall means
fot
forwardwhich
or backward
priming be
conditions
are both
right the
at chance,
would usually
taken 10
indicate no effects at all, there are nonethelesssystematic effects present-but affecting the varianee, not
the overall meao (cf. Katz, 2001). In.the current data,
trait an~ety (for bath conditions) and the HOQ (for
forward priming) mediate performance such that some
participants facilitate whereas others inhibit. Notably,
the latter effects are particularly striking becausethey
apparently reflect autonomous unconscious inhibitory
processes.
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Considered only by themselves, however, these eftects do not force interpretation in tenns of unconscious perceptual influences (becausethey occur on an
indirect rather than direct task; seebelow). Rather, the
primary evidence thai these effects are indeed unconscious is provided by the separatefinding that overall
detection d' = 0, and additionally buttressedby detection d"s negative correlation with the anxiety effects.
Erdelyi, however, objects thai perhaps exclusively bidirectional effects underlie aHapparentdemonstrations
of objective threshold (here, detection) status, and he
claims thai this would vitiate their inferential power. To
addressthis concern requires a closet look at objective
thresholds, direct vs. indirect tasks, and exclusively
bidirectional effects.
What do exclusivelybidirectional effects imply?
In their exclusively bidirectional structure, the current effects strongly resembiethose ftom OUTpop/look
paradigm (see, e.g., Snodgrass& Shevrin, 2006), in
whieh participants attempted to identify subliminally
presentedwords.(also 1 msec). Analogous to the CuTrent findings. overall identification performance was
right at chance, but bidirectional effects (as a function
of task strategy and preference: the details of ibis are
not important now) were nonethelessobserved.again
including bath above- and below-chanceperformance.
Moreover, and crucially, in the pop/look paradigm the
experimental task was direct-thai is. rather than examining the (indirect) effect ofthe subliminal stimuli
on same other task, as in the current study, popllook
participants were askedto respond directly to the subliminal stimuli themselves.
The direct nature of the popllook identi:ficationtask
is important because a cardinal and extremely wellsupported assumptionof psychophysicsis thai participants cao and will use whatever conscious perception
they have to respondas instructed on such tasks.Given
the typical instruction to answer correctly, this means
thai if consciousperception is present, above-chance
performance will result (particularly if forced-choice
tasks that avoid response bias are utilized, as in the
popllook paradigm}-that is, unidirectional effectswil!
manifest. Coiwersely, participants cao answer incoriectly if so asked, producing unidirectional belowchance effects. Either way. the essential point is that
under normal circumstances participants cao and do
voluntarily control their responsesto consciously perceived stimuli, thus producing unidirectional effects
in the intended direction. This also implies that if
such unidirectional effects are absent, relevant conscious perception is absent as welI. If sa, exclusively
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bidirectio1tal effects on direct Jask4are not conscious-

below~hance (seeVisser& Merikle, 1999).With aH

they must be, rather, the result of unconscious perceptual infiuences that, additionally, are not consciously
controllabie. If they were, unidirectional facilitatión

this in mind, the spantaneaus-exclusianaccount far
the belaw-chance effects in questian is simply untenable, and strang reasoils rernain far infening that they

would manifestinste~. Incidentally,it is important

to Date thai unidirectional end bidirçctional effects
are independentJand cao CO-OCCUf.
For example, ODe
could observe bath an above--chancemeen (the uni directional component) end bidirectional effects around
that meen as weIl. With this in mind, onlyexclusiveJy
bidirectional effects on direct tasks are necessarily
unconscious (i.e., when. additionally. unidirectional
effects are completely absent).
Further reasons to believe thai exclusiveJy
bidirectional
on direct tasks are reafly
unconscious effects
.

For starters,there are strong reasonsto believe thai
below~chanceeffects are unconscious,simply because
if they were conscious,participants would use thai information to perform above, not below, chance. Erdelyi himself bas little to say about how below~chance
effects could be conscious, but perhaps implicitly he
endorsesthe account given by Kihlstrom (2004; see
also Bachmann, 2004). Theseauthors' scenarioscould
be called "spontaneous-exc1u~ion"hypotheses. The
idea is thai the below~chanceparticipants are experiencing their (by this account,coriscious)perceptionsof
the words .asstrange or anomalous and spontaneously
reject theseperceptions.
At fitst glance. this may seem areasonabie possibility. There are two fatal difficulties with this account, however. First, there is extensive experimental
evidence trom exclusion paradigms (e.g., Merikle,
Joordens, & Stolz.. 1995) showing thai participants
do not exclude (i.e., inhibit) responding with just-presentedmasked words, even when explicitly instructed
to do so. Instead,they facilitate-that is, exhibit exclu~
sion failure. Moreover. these exc1usion-failure effects
occur urider subjective threshold conditions, which
utilize much strongerstimuli than OUTobjective threshold conditions. Indeed, participants do not succeed
in voluntary (i.e., instructed) exclusion until stimulus
str~mgthexceedsthe subjective threshold-that is, are
clearly conscious. These data strongly. suggest thai
consciously controlled exciusion is a criterion-based
decision process; hence, although above-criterion
stimuli are excluded, below-criterion stimuli are not,
even when instructions require it (cf. Snodgrass,2002).
Only when strenuous additional efforts are made to
induce liberal exclusion criteria does exc1usionsuccess
finally occur, and even then perfonnance is at-not

indeedreflectunconsciausinhibitian.

.

.

Dut what about the otlier, facilitatory half of the bi~
directionaleffect? Might that be conscious?ODem~or
pro.blern with this natio.n is that the facilitation effect
in the pap/laak paradigm is negatively, nat pasitively,
carrelatedwith detectian (Snodgrass& Shevrin, 2006).
In co.ntrast, there is massive evidente fram signal
detectio.ntheo.ry (SDT; see Macmillan & Cteelrnan,
1991) that unidirectional detectio.nand identification
perfo.nnanceare tightly, highly, and pasitively correlated (see also.,e.g., Haase & Fisk, 2001; Haase,Theio.s,
& Jeniso.n, 1999). Mareaver, alo.ng the same lines,
analogo.usSDT evidente suggeststhat identificatio.n
effects af any kind whatso.ever(i.e., either abave ar be100w
chance) sho.uldsimply nat be po.ssiblewhen detectio.ndt = 0, which it is in the pop/laak paradigm. These
co.nstitutevery stro.ngqualitative differences against a
co.nscio.lJS
perceptual interpretatio.n.In co.ntrast,Erdelyi, when he criticizes qualitative differences, sets up
a straw man (i.e., bis sco.to.picvision example). As I
argued in Snodgrass(2004), however, qualitative differences are strong only when there is gaad evidente
regarding how the relevant measuresrelate when stimuli are coilscio.us,which then (and o.nly then) makes
it possible to. potentially show important differences
under ostensibly unco.nscio.usco.nditio.ns.The qualitative differences just discussedmeet these canditions:
The relatio.nshipbetween detectio.nand identificatio.n
when stimuli are co.nsciousis very weIl established,
ho.IdsacrossaU kno.wn (undirectio.nal)po.sitivedt valnes, and is clearly mono.tonicaUypo.sitive.Given these
facts, the negative relatio.nshipin the o.bjectivethreshoid regio.nis very stro.rigindeed.
Putting it all together

AH in all, then, there are strong reasons to believe that unidirectional effects on direct tasks reffect
conscious, controllabie perceptual influences, whereas
exclusively bidirectional effects on direct tasks,in contrast, reffect unconscious, uncontrollable influences.
With this in mind, when Erdelyi gays,"There is nothing
absoluteorobjective aboutthe 'objective threshold,' d'
= 0, since the existencéof bath positive values . . . and
negative values . .. means that the 'objective thresh-

aid' . .. might arise trom the averagingof positive
and negativevalues',he simply missesthe point. The
real meaningofthe objectivethresholdis, andalways
bas been,!hat there are no unidirectionaleffectson
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d'-that is, thatoveralld' = O-becausethis ensures to differ trom the supraliminal effects in various ways
what we want (te., the absenceof conscious perception). Accordingly, the objective threshold is indeed
absoluteand objective in precisely the sensewe wish it
to he. Contra Erdelyi, exclusively bidirectional effects
are not intrinsically problematic; rather. they would
pose difficulties only if they are conscious, which the
above considerationsmilitate strongly against.
But what about time effects?
.

.

The above discussion deals with bidirectional effects obtained in the sametime period. Erdelyi (2004a)
bas also suggestedthat facilitation and inhibition could
vary importantly acrosstime, in bis view perhapsagain
averaging out into another ostensibly specious objective threshold. However, although this is conceivable,
there are no data as.yet to support Erdelyi's conjecture
with objective threshold conditions (e.g., there are no
time effects.in the pop/look paradigm; see Snodgrass,
2004), which Erdelyi (2004b) acknowledges to some
degree.In contrast, however, there are data 10 support
substantialtime effects when stimuli have.been initially consciously presentedor subjective thresholdconditions have been used (see Erdelyi, 2004a; Snodgrass,
2004). Even here, however, none of these data have
shown reliable below-chance inhibition at any time,
notwithstanding tantalizing hints of such effects.
Application to the current effects
The above considerations suggest that there are
strong reasonsto believe thai the current backward and
forward priming effects are indeed unconscious.Overall directdetection d' was right at chance,independently
demonstratingthe absenceof undirectional facilitation
and hence the complete absenceof relevant conscious
perception. Contra Erdelyi, the possibility that detection itself might additionally harbor exc1usively bidirectional effects does not. threaten these conclusions,
becausethere are strong reasonsto believesucheffects
are themselves unconscious.And again, these conclusions are further reinforeed by the negative relationship
betweend' andthe primary experimental effects, which
constitute strong qualitative differences.
Unlike the pop/look paradigm, however, in the current paradigm it was necessaryto have the separate,
direct objective detection thfeshQld index. This is becausethe current experimental tasks were indirect, not
direct, and hence it could not be definitively assumed
thai conscious perception would invariably produce
unidirectional influences on these tasks. At the same
time, however, the subliminal effects' form. appears

thai further buttress inferences for different processes
being involved (e.g.. the supraliminal unidirectional
effect, which was, moreover,forward only; the absence
. of any supraliminal bidirectional effects. exc1usiveor
otherwise; and no individual difference mediation supraliminally). Moreover, it is striking thai, even though
indirect. the experimental tasks yielded exclusively
bidirectional effects quite analogous in fonD 10 those
we have found with direct tasks. suggesting thai ibis
. paitem may extend (at least) 10 indirect tasks thai al80
index voluntary choices, as direct tasks invariably do.
MichaelSnodgrass
QUESTIONSFOR THE FUTURE
The four careful and incisive commentaries and the
thoughtful responsesby the individual co-authorscarry
us forward to a number of questions:

. Whatarethetheoreticalimplicationsofthe findings
that individual differences mediate .Ullconscious
priming effectsbut not the coDsciouspriming effect?

. What are the theoretical implications of the finding
that the unconsciouseffects we obtained are bidirectional, involving both inhibition and facilitation?
. What are the implications for OUTunderstanding of
primary process: Is it a form of thought, a form of
perception. or both?

The
role Of indlvldual
unconsclous
effects

differences

in mediatin.
.

We incorporatedmeasuresof individual differences
into the experiment becausewe had previously found.
as Snodgrassdescribed in bis cQmmentary,that they
played a significant role in previous experimentsconducted at the objective detection threshold.
The results of most interest are those involving
se1f-ratedanxiety. What should not be overlooked is
that this measure was obtained when the subject was
conscious and alert. Yet conscious ratings of anxiety did not mediate conscious supraliminal forward
priming. However, this same rating mediated not only
the unconscious forward priming effect. but, remarkably, the palindrome priming effect as wen. In fact,
a high conscious anxiety rating and low stimulus detectabiHty were correlated with greater forward and
palindrome priming, while less conscious anxiety and
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higherstimulusdetectabilitywerecorrelatedwith less
overall priming.
It thus seemsto be the caseth~t a consciousprocess
or state influenees the direction of au unconscious
effect. Moreover, there CaDbe no conscious awareness of this interaction, insofar as the priming effoots themselves are unconscious. In the terms of the
controlledlau1omatic dicho1omy (Shiffrin & Sneider,
1977), acontrolled process(conscious self-rated anxiety) interacts with an automatic process (unconscious
forward and palindrome priming) and mediates its effects. But according 10the controlledlautomatic theory,
controlled processesare only supposedto affect other
consciousprocessesand thus should havemediated the
conscious forward priming effect. It didn't. And automatic unconscious processesare automatic booause
they are not under conscious control, but again uur
results indicated otherwise. The controlledlau1omatic
theory attempting to explain the relationships between
conscious and unconscious processesCannot account
for uur ftndings. Sameother model is called faro

The importance of bidirectlonal flndines
In bis response to Erdelyi 's commentary. Snodgrass
presentsthe argument on methodological grounds thai
the bidirectional effects are unconscious and. cannot
be explained on a conscious basis. Something different happensat the objective detection threshold. What
must be true of unconsciousprocessesfor this to happen?The below-zero effects strongly imply thai inhibitions are.at work. Interestingly there are two kinds of
inhibition present: inhibition of stimulus detection and
inhibition ofthe priming effects. Inhibition of stimulus
detection implies thai the stimuli are being detectedbut
then inhibited. Inhibition of the priming effects implies
thai the priming effects are being kept from occurring.
In a psychodynamieframework, inhibitlon implies the
operation of defenses,and defensesin turn imply conflict. Furtherm()re,.psychodynamie theOIY provides a
role for anxiety. In our study. high anxious subjects
who inhibit detection of the stimuli are the very alles
who show the forward and palindrome priming effects best. It would seem thai the initial detection of
.

the stimuli, while resultingin an effort 10inhibit their

further detection, nevertheless succeedsin activating
conflict and anxiety. Their efforts to. derend against
whatever conflIct basbeen activated by the experiment
itself andlor the stimuli themselves bas not been successfully defended against, resulting in higher anxiety
and a regression toward primary-process mentation.

The. experiment only. allows us to measure the latter.
In support of thls interpretation we have found in another study thai consciousarixiety reported by patients
waiting to see their doctors results in aregression to
primary-process mentation (Brakel & Shevrin, 2005).
On the other hand, low conscious anxiety suggests
thai the unconsciousconflict bas been adequatelydealt
with and therefore there is an inhibition of regression
10 primary-process meniation, and no Deedto inhibit
stimulus detection. The Deed for inhibition suggests
thai primary-process mentation is modal at the objective detection threshold and would tend to dominate
mental processesunless inhibited.
This account also helps us understandwhy main effects are not found at the objective detectionthreshold:
Stimuli registered at thai level are more likely to engage dynamie processesinvolving conflict, defenses,
and anxiety thai are inherently linked to individual
personality and experience.At the supraliminal leve],
stimuli
are dealt with largely
in terms oftheir cognitive
character.
.

Prlmaryprocess:a modeof thought,
or perception,or both?
Our mmn finding cao be statedsimply: When the prime
DOG is flashed at the objective detectionthreshold and
is followed by a 3-sec exposure ofthe word ANGEL
and a control word, more often than not ANGEL will
be preferred. especially by those who are high in selfrated anxiety and low in prime stimulus detectability.
What must happen unconsciously for ANGEL to be
chosen?Our study starts with the supposition that 00consciously the word presentation is separatedfrom
the word meaning. This must happen ifDOG is to be
perceived as GOD. But in order 10 activate a choice
of ANGEL, the word GOD must also be thought of as
possessingword meaning. Does the primary process
encompassbath steps? If this is the case,then a secondary-processfunction, word meaning. appearsparadoxically to enter into. the primary. process. Or does
the primary process only apply to the fiTStperceptual
step? If so, then at the objective detection threshold,
secondary-processeffects are possible. Bazan, in her
col11mentary,offers a third alternative: Primary-processeffects cao apply 10word meaning as weIl asword
presentationas long as the words are treated as isolated
from any context 80 there is no constraint on what
associative meanings they cao aetivate. On the other
hand. secondaryprocessesoperate to inhibit bath phonemic and meaning-related associations t~at are not

~

.

.
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germane 10 a particularcontext,thus disambiguating
primaryprocess:
Extrapsychoanalytic
evidence
andfindword meaning and treating the word as embeddedin a
ings.Journalof theAmericanPsychoanalytic
Association,
specific context (e.g., asentence). It is not word mean-:52 (4): 1131-1161.
.
.
ing as sneh but word-meaning-defined-by-context that
Brakel.L. A. W., KI~msorge,S., Snodgrass,
M., &. ShevrIn,
is the markof the secondaIyprocess.
.
H. ~2000).Th~prlmaryproc~ssandthe unconsclO~s:
ExDur account reinstates the importance of the conperlm~~alevIdenee~Upportlllgtwo psychoana)ytl~
p~
t.
;
. tIon
. " as tbe553-S69
SUpPOSJtl0ns.
InternatIOnal Joornal of PsychoanalysIs, 81:
nee 10mst concepuon 0f " spreadmg
activa
.
mark of"automati~ processes".Within Fre~dian metaBrakel,L. À. W., & Shevrin,H. (2005).Anxiety,attributional
psychology there IS the analogous conception of "unthinking,andprimaryprocess.
InternationalJournalofPsybound cathexis," which is supposedto characterizethe . choanalysis,86: 1679-1693.
primary processes,while "boundcathexis" charaeter- Brakel,L. A. W.,SheVrln,
H., & Villa, K. K. (2002).Theprior-.

.

'..~

izes the secondary process. A sentencewould be an
example of "bound cathexis"; a stream of free associations, an example of "unbound cathexis~"However,
wlike
the connectionist
account, bound and unbound
cathexes are lied closely 10 the status of motivation

and defensive success.The more instinctual and drivel ' k. h
l ' k 1 ..
.
di
. t . tb
.~ e t e.motlv~ 10~, "e m~,re 1 e y lt IS to m,~ ate
spreadmg actlvation

.

or

unbound cathexes.

The

more defenses fail and the greater the anxiety, the more

"unbound cathexes"will prevail.
The tentative answer 10 oor question is to gay that
primary processescao operate at tbe level of perception as weIl as at the level of thought representedby
word meaning. It is, rather, the nature of th.eir activation that is critical. Future researchwill be required to
explore this avenue of explanation research in which
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